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Communicated by P. R. Krishnaiah 
For testing the independence of q-sets in a p-variate normal population, 
the asymptotic distributions of the likelihood ratio test, and the teat proposed 
by the author under local alternatives are derived in terms of noncentral XI 
variates. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let p x 1 vector X, distributed according to N(p, Z), be partitioned into q 
subvectors with p, , p, ,..., p, components, respectively. The mean vector p 
and covariance matrix C are also partitioned similarly, i.e., 
and 
(l-2) 
Given a random sample XI , X, ,.. ., X, of N observations on X, we wish to test 
the hypothesis H: xi3 = O(i # j) against the alternatives K: ‘&j # 0 for at 
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least one pair i, j (i # j). The likelihood ratio (=LR) criterion is given by 
A1 = 
( s IN’2 
I-IL I saa IN’2 ’ (1.3) 
where S = xtl(XE - X)(XU - X)’ and S,, are submatrices of S partitioned 
in the same manner as Z in (1.2). In a previous paper [S] the author has derived 
the asymptotic expansion of the distribution of the statistic -2p log h, under 
the fixed alternative, the first term of which is a normal distribution, where the 
correction factor p is given by 
p = 1 _ w - CLPc3 + 9(p2 - I&p,“) 
~N(P’ - C:,,P~“) . 
(1.4) 
Noting that this limiting distribution is singular at the null hypothesis since the 
variance vanishes, the author [9] proposed the new test statistic which is obtained 
from this variance by replacing a covariance matrix ,Z by its unbiased estimator 
S/n: 
A, = (n/2) tr(SS,l - 1)2, (1.5) 
where n = N- 1 and 
Also the author [9] derived as asymptotic expansion for the null distribution 
of h, . In the case q = 2, this statistic reduces to h, = n tr S,,S,-,‘S,,S,;‘, which 
was proposed independently by Bartlett [l] and later by Pillai [lo] for testing 
the hypothesis that Zr2 = 0. The exact null distribution of this statistic was 
considered by Krishnaiah and Chang [5] in the general case; a brief review of 
the earlier work on the exact distribution of this statistic was given in [S]. 
Since asymptotic nonnull distributions degenerate at the null hypothesis, we 
can not compute the power under the alternative near the null hypothesis. The 
purpose of this paper is, therefore, to derive the asymptotic expansions of the 
distributions of -2p log /\1 and h, under local alternatives. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we shall give a lemma used in deriving the asymptotic expansions 
of the distributions under local alternatives. As in Chevalley [2, p. 141, we can 
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define the logarithm for any real positive definite matrix. So we shall give a 
multivariate extension of the normal approximation of (7r/2)l12 log (x~,&z). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let S(p x p) be distributed according to the Wishart distribution 
W(E, n). Then under the assumption .X = I+ n-l120, where 0 is a constant matrix, 
the p(p + 1)/2 random variables yij (i < j) of the statistic Y = (yij) = 
(n/2)l12(log S/n - log Z) are stochastically independent as n -+ co. yiz converges in 
law to N(0, 1) andyij (i < j) converges in law to N(0, 4). 
The proof follows by using the known result that U = (Z-1/2S.Z-1/2 -nI)/(2n)‘12 
is asymptotic normal. 
Finally we consider the distribution of the statistic 2 = (m/2)l12 log S/m, 
where S(p x p) has a Wishart distribution W(& n) and the numbers m and n 
are of same order. Since S = me(2/m)“2z , expressing the characteristic roots of the 
matrix 2 as chi(Z), the Jacobian as in Jack [4, Lemma 81 is given by 
iX3 I I az = (2m)P(P+l)/4 &[(2/m)1/2 z] fi flAii rfh(x”) , (2.1) i>i 9 
wheref(&) = e’i with Xi = (2/m)1/2ch,(Z). 
Since we are interested here in obtaining asymptotic expansions, we note the 
last term in the Jacobian (2.1) can be expanded for large m as 
fi f @iI - f (4) 
hi - xj = 1 + *(p - 1)(2/m)1’2 tr 2 ix 
+ (1/12m){(3p2 - 6p + 2)(tr Z)2 + p tr Z2> + O(m-3/2). 
(2.2) 
Because of 1 eA 1 = etr A for any square matrix A, the “asymptotic” distribution 
of Z is given by 
c* * etr[&(m - p + 1 + 24)(2/m)1’2 2 - (m/2) P1e(2/m)“zZ] 
x [l + )(p - 1)(2/m)1/2 tr 2 + (l/12m)((3p2 - 6p + 2)(tr Z)2 +p tr Z2> 
+ O(m-3/2>1, (2.3) 
where A = &(n - m) and 
c*= fJ~~(~+1-~+2~)1/-’ 
I 
x (m/2)'p/4'12m-~-l+4A) ,+lP-1)14 . 1 z I-W2+A). 
(2.4) 
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3. ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTION OF THE LR CRITERION 
From the statistic (1.3), we have 
--2pIogh,=m~logIs~,I-mnog[S~, (3.1) 
a-1 
where m = pN. Since the statistic -2p log A, remains invariant by the trans- 
formation S -+ A,SA,’ for any nonsingular A, of SD type in (I .6), we may 
assume Zw = Ipm (a = 1,2 ,..., q) without loss of generality. We consider the 
distribution of -2p log A, under the sequence of alternatives K,: .Z = I, + n-W, 
where l& = e,, and 
(3.2) 
Put Y = (m/2)‘la(Iog S/m - log C), then by a slight modification of Lemma 2.1 
Y is asymptotically normal. Thus we can express the statistic (3.1) in terms of Y 
as 
-2p log 4 = q,(Y) + m-‘/*ql( Y) + m-lq%( Y) + 09(m-9/a), (3.3) 
where 
qo(Y) = tr(Y + (i/u/Z)ey - tr Yn2, 
q,(Y) = (tiV3) tr(Y + (ljdZ)ey + (2 673) tr YDa 
- dZ2 tr WY + (wQ)e)~ - (l/7/2) tr P(Y + (l/v’z)e) 
+ (l/G) tr es, (3.4) 
qe(Y) = t tr(Y + (l/t/Z)0)4 - tr YD4 - 3 tr Y,(Y + (i/t/Z)e)a 
+ 2 tr WY + (ih.Qv 
- 4&r plt yaB + W3 fbw5e 4 (WV e,,) - 4 i ’ be,, 8-l 1 
- 4 tr eyy + (l/d2)e)z + 4 tr PY,(Y + (ljv’2)e) 
+ Q tr my + (iWV) YD - tre%? +(s/2/3)tr(Y +(l/t/Z)8)6a 
- (tiZ/3) tr OsYD + Q tr 84. 
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The matrices Yd and Yn in (3.4) are matrices corresponding to (1.2) and (1.6), 
respectively, Thus we can express the characteristic function of -2p log Al as 
follows: 
C(t) = E[exp(itq,(Y)){l + m+(it) q,(Y) 
+ m-W) a(Y) + WW aWlI + OW? (3.5) 
By expressing qa(Y) in terms of Z = (m/2)llz log S/m under K, , the first term 
is given by E[exp(irqO(Y))] = E,(t) E:“(t), where 
E,(t) = c* * etr[-(m/2) Z-l] z p(P+1)/42D’2 etr[@P + ((it)/2)(1 - 2it)-l 02] 
x (1 - 2it)-f’2, (3.6) 
and 
lp(t) = E[l + m-1/2r1(Z) + m-l(r2(Z) + $Y~(Z)~) + O(m-3’2)], (3.7) 
with f = +( ~9 - x:=,, pa2). Th e a b ove symbol E in (3.7) stands for expectation 
with respect to Z = (zaa), which has ap(p + 1)/2 dimensional normal distribu- 
tion with mean (1 - 2it)-l8/ t/z and covariance 
for 
cov(zab > %d) = uab.cd = ~ts~c 8ba + hd 6bc)[(1 - 2it)-’ 
+ (1 - (1 - Zit)-l} * S,, 8, S,J 
and 
pl+~~~+p,-l+1f~~p,+~~~+P, 
when p, = 0 (OL, /?, y, 8 = I,2 ,..., Q). Also y,(Z) and yr(Z) in (3.7) are given by 
yl(Z) = (l/@)(it - I) tr e2Z - (ljd/2)(it) tr d2Z, + 42 d tr Z + 4 tr BZe 
- (l/3 l/2) tr Z3 (3.8) 
and 
ya(Z) = ((it)/S) tr 84 - ((it)/@ i tr 
LX-=1 
’ + (l/1/2) tr PZ 
+ (g2/3)(it) tr esz, - (d/3)@) tr BaZ - 4 tr 8822 + (p/12) tr Z2 
- (1/12)(tr Z)z + (l/3 fi) tr eza - (l/12) tr Z*. P-9) 
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Applying Stirling’s formula to E,(t) in (3.6), we obtain 
&l(t) = (1 - 2it)-f/2 etr[(it/2(1 - 2it)) P](l + (rr~-1/~/3) a3 
+ (m-‘/72)[4as2 - 27a, + 36Aa, - 3p(2p2 + 3p - 1) 
+ 36Ap(p + 1) - 72A”p] + 0(m-3’2)}, (3.10) 
where a, = tr 19~. For the formula E;‘)(t), by calculating moments 
J%‘(t) = 1 4 (m-1’2/12) a3(-(t), + 3(q2 - 3(t), - 31 
+ m-1 i Hera + O(m-S/2), 
Or=0 
(3.11) 
where (t& = (1 - 2it)eU. The coefficients h;t) are given by 
@ = (l/288) a:, h$/ = (l/48)(-as2 + 3a, - 3b), 
ht’ = (1/96)(5as2 - 26a, + 6pa, + 30b - 12c), 
h,$’ = (l/48)(-2as2 + 22a, - 4(p - 1) a, - 30b + 16~ +pa 
- 3Ph + 2i%I> 
12:) = (1/96)(--u, 2 - 36a, + 2(p - 6 - 244) a2 + 60b - 24~ 
+ 2(P3 + Pfi2 + 2P2 - v2 - %)), (3.12) 
ht’ = (1/48){3aa2 + 7a, + 2(24A + 1) a2 - 15b + 2c 
+ 2(P2 - A + P’ - A) - 24A(p2 - Ah 
@’ = ( 1/96){3as2 + 34a, - 96Aa, + 6b + 4( p2 + pjT2 - p + 25; + A) 
- 48A(p +A) + 96A2p}, 
where j, = ~&pa”, b = CL tr(C~L b430r)2 and c = C:,B=l P, tr %d& , 
Similarly the second term in (3.5) can be expressed as 
This function Ei2)(r) is obtained as follows: 
@‘(t> = (a3/12){(~), - (% - 3(t), + 3) + WZ--~‘~ t hg)(t)a + O(vrl), (3.13) 
a=0 
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where the coefficients hii’ are given by 
h$ = -(l/144) aa2, hj,$ = ( 1/72)(2aa2 - 9a, + 9b) , 
@) = (1/48)(-a,” + 1%~ - 6ja, - 1% + 12c), 
hf$ = (l/24)(-2a 32 - 60, + 6pa2 + 6b - 12~ - p3 + 335s - 2fis), (3.14) 
hf’ = (1/48){7a,2 - 12a, - 6pa, + 12b + 12~ + 2(p3 - 3pfi2 + 2~~1, 
h(‘) = (3/8)(a 2 - b) 4 P hi? = (l/16)(4 - 2a4 + 2b). 
Finally, since the third term can be expressed as E,(t) EA3)(t), the second part 
can be calculated as &a hgj(k(t), + O(rr~-l/~), where 
hk’ = (l/288) a:, h$ = (l/144)(--a,2 + 9a, - 9b), 
hf’ = (l/288)(--5~~~ - 30a, + 18pa, + 186 - 36c), 
ht’ = (1/48){2a, - h4 - 4(2P + 1) a2 + 6b i- 8~ i- P3 - 3P$s -k 2& 
h$’ = (1/96){~,~ + 12~2, + 2(5p + 6) a2 - 12b - 2(3p3 - 5pfi2 (3.15) 
+ 253 + 2P2 - 252)), 
ht’ = (1/48){-3~,~ + lla, - 20, - 3b - 2c + 2(ps -j& + 2p2 - 2j2)}, 
ht’ = (1/96){3a32 - 22a, + 6b - 4(p2 - fi2 + pfi2 - A)}. 
Thus the characteristic function (3.5) under .Z = z1e + m-1/20, where .Zn = (&,) 
is a matrix corresponding to SD , can be calculated as follows: 
C(t) = (1 - 2it)-f’s exp[(it/2(1 - 2it)) aJ[l + (m-l/“/6) a,{(t), - 3(t), + 2) 
+ m-l i h,,(t), + O(m-3’2)], (3.16) 
a=0 
hs = (l/72) u,~, h, = (1/24)(-22a32 + 30, - 6b), 
h, = (1/72)(13~,~ - 36a, - 36da, + 54b), 
4 = (l/24)(-%’ + l8a4 + 24~la2 - 18b), 
ho = (1/72)(b32 - 27a, - 36da, + 18b). 
(3.17) 
Inverting this characteristic function, we obtain the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Under the sequence of alternatives K,: L’ = ZD + m-W9, the 
distribution of -2p log AI with the correction factor (1.4) can be expanded a.ymp- 
totically f?r large M as 
Pr( -2p log AI < x) = P,(az) + (m+“/6) a,{P,+@) - 3Pr+&9) + 2P,(63} 
+ m-l 2: h,,P,+,,(S2) + O(m-3’2), 
a-0 
(3.18) 
where the symboI P,(a2) stands for the distribution function of the noncentral x2 
varzkte with f = +(p2 - ~*~, pa”) degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter 
a8 = ia8 . The coeficients with a, = trQ3.Z;‘)” and 
are given by (3.17). 
We remark that this formula (3.18) agrees, in the case q = 2, with expansions 
obtained previously by Sugiura [l 11, Lee [6], and Muirhead [7] and in this case 
since a, = 0, the term of order m-lla vanishes. 
4. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION OF THE TJIST CRITERION h, 
Using the same method as before, the asymptotic distribution of A2 can be 
obtained. The result is given in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Under the sequence of alternatives K,: Z = .ED + n-W, the 
distribution of the test criterion A2 can be expanded asymptotically for large n as 
Pr(& < 4 = P,(a2) + (n-1/2/6) a&‘~@~) - 3J’z+z(Y + 2J’,(S2)3 
+ n-l i gd,+za(~2) + 0(+9 
a=0 
where P&9) stands for the distribution function of the noncentral x2 variate with 
f = B(pa - gSI p,B) degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter Sa = &a2 .
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glz = (1172) 4, g10 = t(% - 4, 
g, = (l/24)(-2u,2 - 3a, + 6pa, - 12c), 
g, = (1/36){2us2 - 18a, - 9(2p + 1) a2 + 18b + 1% 
+ 3W - 3PA + 2A)L 
g4 = (l/8)(%? + 2(p + 1) a, + B - (2p3 - 4p$s + f” - j& + 2&)), 
& = (1/12){---2%’ + 9Q4 - 9b + 3(p2 - fi3 + P3 - I&)>, 
go = (1/72){4~~~ - 27u4 + 18b - 3(2p3 + 3p2 - 3& - 2f3)]. 
(4.2) 
In the case 4 = 2, the formula (4.1) was given by Lee [6] and Fujikoshi [3]. 
From Theorem 3.1 and 4.1, we note that Pitman’s asymptotic relative efficiency 
of the AI test with respect to the A, is equal to 1. 
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